
 

 

ÖRNEK SINAV 

 

50 sorudan oluşan sınav 100 dakika sürecektir. Sınavda çıkacak soru türleri ve örnekleri 

aşağıda belirtilmiştir.  

 

Kelime bilgisi 

 I got a 10% —-- on the coat because it had a button missing. 

a) refund                    b) bargain                  c) discount              d) clothes                  e) store 

CEVAP: C 

Tea was first offered to Turkish people as an alternative to coffee, which had become 

expensive and ----. 

a) rare                    b) hard                 c) proper             d) visible             e) recent 

CEVAP: A 

Dil bilgisi 

The Orkney Islands are situated in the path of the warm Gulf Stream, ____________ 

continuously washes nutrients ashore and keeps the winters relatively warm.  

A. where 

B. which 

C. who 

D. how 

E. what 

CEVAP: B 

 

London _________ the oldest subway system in the world today, and all of the city’s train 

stations ____________ by subway. 

A. had / might be reached 

B. has had / could have been reached 

C. has / can be reached 

D. is having / may have been reached 

E. will have / must be reached 

CEVAP: C 



 

 

Cloze test (Paragraf tamamlama) 

The idea of human rights has grown ---1--- in influence since the United Nations endorsed the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. However, the concept itself can be traced 

back much further, to the idea of natural rights ---2--- played a central role in the earlier stages 

of liberal political philosophy. John Locke, ---3---, claimed that all men had natural rights to 

life, liberty, and property. The Universal Declaration’s list of rights is ---4--- more extensive. 

Besides rights that directly protect liberty, it also includes others ---5--- effect is to provide 

people with access to material benefits, such as the right to work, the right to an adequate 

standard of living, and the right to education. 

 

1. 

A. mutually  

B. steadily  

C. severely  

D. decreasingly  

E. adversely 

2.  

A. in which  

B. what  

C. who  

D. that  

E. whether 

3.  

A.  in other words 

B.  even though 

C.  for instance 

D.  otherwise 

E.  however 

4.  

A. none  

B. few  

C. many  

D. any  

E. much 

5.  

A.  when 

B.  where 

C.  what 

D.  whose 

E.  how 

Cevaplar: B-D-C-E-D 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Türkçe-İngilizce / İngilizce-Türkçe çeviri 

In 2000, Hollywood faced substantial changes, and the cost of making movies was higher 

than ever. 

A)  2000 yılında film yapma maliyetinin her zamankinden daha yüksek olduğu Hollywood’da 

önemli değişiklikler meydana geldi. 

B)  Hollywood, 2000 yılında önemli değişiklikler geçirdi ve bunun sonucunda film yapmanın 

maliyeti her zamankinden daha yüksek hâle geldi. 

C)  2000 yılında Hollywood önemli değişikliklerle karşı karşıya kaldı ve film yapmanın 

maliyeti her zamankinden daha yüksekti. 

D)  2000 yılında Hollywood’da film yapmanın maliyeti yaşanılan önemli değişikliklerden 

dolayı her zamankinden daha yüksek hâle geldi. 

E)  2000 yılında Hollywood’da önemli değişiklikler yaşandı ve bu değişiklikler film 

yapmanın maliyetini her zamankinden daha yüksek hâle getirdi. 

Cevap: C 

Uzayın keşfi, Birleşik Devletler ve Sovyetler Birliği arasındaki Soğuk Savaş ortamında 

geliştiği için insanın yer aldığı uzay uçuşlarının başlıca hedefi ulusal saygınlığı 

artırmaktı. 

A)  Because the exploration of space developed in the context of the Cold War between the 

United States and the Soviet Union, the primary goal of manned space flights was to enhance 

national prestige. 

B)  In order to increase national prestige in the context of the Cold War, the United States and 

the Soviet Union mainly aimed to explore space with manned space flights. 

C)  As the exploration of space took place in the context of the Cold War between the United 

States and the Soviet Union, manned space flights were mainly planned to increase national 

prestige. 

D)  In the context of the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union, the 

exploration of space developed, of which ultimate goal was to boost national prestige thanks 

to manned space flights. 

E)  The exploration of space occurred in the context of the Cold War between the United 

States and the Soviet Union; as a result, the main goal of manned space flights was to increase 

national prestige 



 

 

Cevap: A 

Paragrafta anlam 

 

Careful study of the galaxy’s rotation reveals one of the greatest mysteries in science. Stars at 

different distances from the galactic center orbit at different speeds, and we can learn how 

mass is distributed in the galaxy by measuring these speeds. Such studies indicate that the 

stars in the disk of the galaxy represent only the “tip of the iceberg” compared to the mass of 

the entire galaxy. Most of the mass of the galaxy seems to be located outside the visible disk, 

in what we call the halo. We do not know the nature of this mass, but we call it dark matter 

because we have not detected any light coming from it. Studies of other galaxies suggest that 

they are also made mostly of dark matter, which means this mysterious matter must 

significantly outweigh the ordinary matter that makes up planets and stars. An even more 

mysterious dark energy seems to make up much of the total energy content of the universe.  

 

According to the text, measuring the speed of stars is necessary to -------. 

A) measure the distances from the galactic center  

B) understand the distribution of mass in the galaxy  

C) calculate and compare the mass of the whole galaxy  

D) prove why the previous physics theories were wrong  

E) show that interstellar travel is possible 

 

It can be understood from the text that -------.  

A) the study of the ordinary matter may help scientists make predictions about the entire 

galaxy  

B) we still do not know whether dark matter can be found in every galaxy or not  

C) much of the total energy content of the universe comes from the ordinary matter  

D) most of the mass lies unseen in the disk of the galaxy that surrounds it entirely  

E) the stars in the disk of the galaxy constitute only a small proportion of the mass of the 

entire galaxy 

 

The text is mainly about -------.  

A) the results of scientific studies concerning the distribution of mass in the galaxy  

B) the scientific discoveries of the energy sources of the universe  



 

 

C) how the Sun and other stars orbit the center of the galaxy  

D) why billions of galaxies in the universe move relative to one another  

E) the consequences of not knowing the nature of dark matter 

CEVAPLAR: B, E, A 

Yakın anlamlı cümleyi bulma 

 

French is the only language other than English spoken on five continents. 

A) French and English are the only languages that are spoken on five continents. 

B) Unlike French, English is spoken on five continents. 

C) French and English are spoken widely in official and commercial circles. 

D) Before English, French was the only language spoken on five continents. 

E) Worldwide, French is the most widely taught second language after English. 

Cevap: A 

 

We must remember what happened in the past so that it will never happen again.  

A) If we could remember the past, it would not happen again. 

B) Since we all tend to forget what happened in the past we do the same mistakes again. 

C) We couldn't remember what happened in the past so we did it again. 

D) In order not to repeat the past, we should certainly not forget what happened then. 

E) Those who couldn't remember what happened in the past were more likely to repeat it. 

Cevap: D 

 

Diyalog tamamlama 

 

Katie : Do you fancy a game of tennis?  

Peter : I think it's going to rain this afternoon.  

Katie : …………………..  

Peter : O.K. Why not?  

A) You're a much better player than I am.  

B) Is the weather really important to you?  

C) O.K. I didn't really want to play with you anyway.  



 

 

D) My tennis racket was broken last week.  

E) But we could book an indoor court. 

 

CEVAP: E 

 

Bill : What did you think of the film?  

Ted : I liked the special effects.  

Bill : ..................  

Ted : Yes, I think I've seen him before  

A) Me too. The actor has been on TV, hasn't he?  

B) What did you think of the-plot?  

C) Yes, the plane crash was very effective.  

D) I thought the film was rather long.  

E) Shall we go to the cinema again next week with Lisa and Jenny? 

 

CEVAP: A 

 

Cümle tamamlama 

In order to perform satisfactorily in the classroom and provide high-quality education, -

------.  

 

A) the students’ families have more urgent expenses, like housing and transportation.  

B) there has not been effective support for raising the quality of the workforce  

C) educators must receive appropriate ongoing support and professional development  

D) the present workforce in the education system is having financial troubles  

E) many children have no access to high-quality services in their environment 

 

CEVAP: C 

 

Despite profound differences in their morals and ideas, -------. 

A) these forms of cultural exchanges might cause bigger problems  

B) the Spanish and the Aztecs were similar in their cultural aspects  

C) in 1519, the Spanish conquers landed on the coast of Veracruz  



 

 

D) the gap between the Aztecs and the Europeans was huge  

E) these peoples had had so little contact that they were alien to one another 

 

CEVAP: B 

 

Paragrafta akışı bozan cümleyi bulma 

 

(I) The founding of cities depends on several factors but none is more important than an 

abundant supply of food and water. (II) For this reason, in the ancient world it was 

common for cities to be located near rivers and coasts like the cities of the Tigris and 

Euphrates rivers in Mesopotamia. (III) Many cities in Europe were destroyed during 

World War II and had to be rebuilt. (IV) Other factors can also explain the location of a city, 

such as its geographical position. (V) For example, Constantinople became a thriving 

city without either good local farmland or freshwater because of its strategic location. 

A) I     B) II       C)III  D) IV   E)V 

 

Cevap: C 

 

(I) Built in 1961, the Berlin Wall quickly became the most vivid symbol of the Cold 

War. (II) The agreement in question came to an end with the breakup of the Soviet Union. 

(III) The 28 miles of wall with barbed wire and minefields separated the Soviet-controlled 

East Berlin from the U.S. supported West Berlin. (IV) Passage across the border 

between East and West Berlin was heavily restricted. (V) Families were divided after its 

establishment, and some East Berliners were no longer able to commute to work. 

A) I     B) II       C)III D) IV   E)V 

 

Cevap: B 

 

 


